
 

Plants' chemical messages keep pests moving
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Adult goldenrod leaf beetle. Credit: Andre Kessler/Provided

When leaf beetle larvae eat goldenrod, the damaged plant emits a
chemical message, which informs the insect that the plant is damaged
and is a poor source of food. The airborne chemicals are also noticed by
undamaged neighboring plants, warning them to produce their own
chemical defenses so they are ready for approaching enemies. 
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These chemical defense systems keep insect herbivores moving to new
plants in dense populations, thereby distributing damage evenly and
leaving behind minimal damage on each individual plant throughout a
field, according to a recent study in the journal Functional Ecology.

The findings have implications for understanding dynamics between
plants and insects that eat them and for controlling pests in dense
populations of plants, such as fields of agricultural crops.

"If you have plant populations that are very dense, like goldenrod or
agricultural crops, plant-to-plant communication can play a very
important role in herbivory distribution," said Andre Kessler, assistant
professor of ecology and evolutionary biology. Kimberly Morrell, Ph.D.
'15, a former graduate student in Kessler's lab, is the first author of the
paper.

Plants can tolerate a small amount of damage without major effects on
fitness or yield; goldenrod, for example, can tolerate up to 30 percent of
its leaves being eaten. For agricultural crops there is the potential for no
loss in yields when herbivore damage is evenly distributed across the
population and is kept at tolerable minimum levels for each individual
plant, Kessler said.

Plant communication has been documented in more than 35 plant
species, including goldenrod in this study. Chemicals, called volatile
organic compounds (VOCs), have been shown to attract predator insects
that protect plants from pests. Other types of VOCs can elicit a response
in neighboring plants to turn on their own defenses, or emit their own
VOCs, regardless of whether the signal comes from a related species.

In the study, experiments in the field examined goldenrod exposure to 
leaf beetle larvae, while VOC analyses and tests were done in the lab.
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The researchers tested the spatial distance where VOCs might induce
resistance to insect herbivores in neighboring plants. They discovered
that VOCs reach their immediate neighbors and cause the larvae to move
two plants over before feeding again. That's because fields of goldenrod
are dense – with goldenrod accounting for 75 percent or more of the
plants – much like in agricultural fields. The density causes airflow to
rise upward, limiting the horizontal spread of VOCs. The researchers
learned that leaf beetle larvae prefer undamaged plants over damaged
plants or those exposed to VOCs, Kessler said.

"To our surprise, the larvae avoided exposed plants in the same way they
avoided actually damaged plants," Kessler said. Therefore, mobile larvae
leave a small amount of damage on each plant they feed on and
distribute that damage across a field, according to the study.

In the future, scientists could possibly manipulate VOCs to limit pest
damage in agricultural crops, Kessler.

Next steps in the work include looking at genetic variation in plant VOC
emitters and receivers and the role of natural selection in the evolution
of plant communication. 

  More information: Kimberly Morrell et al. Plant communication in a
widespread goldenrod: keeping herbivores on the move, Functional
Ecology (2016). DOI: 10.1111/1365-2435.12793
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